Goodie bag: The Love My Planet challenge includes seedlings to plant, among other positive reinforcers.

The most popular SmartGAME®, especially among J. Grace Corp.'s educational clients, has been Love My
Planet, a six-week sustainability quest stressing basic environmentalism.
"It's called SmartGAME® because it magnifies a child's ability to learn wellness practices," Bucchino said.
"It focuses them on daily actions and brings in their parents, teachers and community as a joined group."
That creates a "collective thumbs up" when the kids hit their marks - self-empowerment nirvana for
youngsters who thrive on positive reinforcement. "It provides a supportive umbrella over the children,"
Bucchino said. "And it's really no work whatsoever (only benefit) for the parent, the teacher or the
community business."
Bucchino, who earned a master's degree in special and general education at Touro University, credits the
successful empowerment-through-achievement theme to Grace, who was first diagnosed with Sanfilippo
syndrome at age 4.
The syndrome involves an enzyme deficiency that hinders the body's ability to break down complex
sugar molecules, impairing cognitive abilities. There's no cure for the degenerative disease, which can be
difficult to diagnose - as was the case with Grace, who went undiagnosed for years despite apparent
developmental delays.
'Tm not a business that started a cause, I'm a cause that started a business," she said. "I learned that I can
move this cause ahead faster through commercial means, rather than just trying to raise money through
fundraisers."
And that's just one of several lessons the altruistic entrepreneur has absorbed over the last decade.
"Children are our teachers, in many ways," Bucchino said. "We react like 'oh, my God, there's something
wrong,' but we can flip that around and learn from what's going on with them.
"I learned how to change the behaviors of thousands of kids at a time, just by watching my little daughter,
who couldn't even speak"
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